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This fifth edition of *Clinical Voice Pathology: Theory and Management* marks the 30-year anniversary of this text. As this preface is written, the memories of 1984 are in the forefront of our minds. It was an exciting time for the profession—the beginning of a new age of voice pathology. Desktop computers were new and provided clinicians the opportunity to instrumentally assess voice production. Laryngeal videostroboscopy was introduced as a voice care tool, and the importance of preserving the vocal fold cover was realized. To understand the influence and growth of technology in the field, one need only observe the differences between the Apple IIE computer that was used to prepare the first edition of this text and the iMac being used today for the fifth edition. We have seen remarkable changes in these 30 years.

This edition also introduces the end of one era and the beginning of another. The past 3 editions have included the wonderful contributions of our friend and colleague Dr Leslie Glaze. Her scientific knowledge, masterful writing, and attention to detail have all added to the quality and fabric of this text. Leslie is now enjoying retirement, but her influence upon this text will live through this and future editions of *Clinical Voice Pathology: Theory and Management*.

We are excited to introduce Dr Nelson Roy as a new coauthor for this fifth edition. Dr Roy’s research and clinical contributions to the field of voice pathology are nationally and internationally recognized. He is a master clinician and scientist who will continue the tradition of “clinical scientist as author.” We are pleased to have Nelson on board and know that his contributions will enhance the quality of the learning experience for our students and professionals alike.

The advances in our field in the past 30 years have been extraordinary. However, when one studies the history of our specialty, it is remarkable how much of our past remains in terms of assessment and treatment. As an example, with all the available technology to aid in voice evaluation, we would submit that the skilled patient interview remains the most important part of the voice assessment. In the same vein, many of the therapy techniques that we currently use have their foundations in skills that were practiced centuries ago to enhance singing and speaking voices. The advances in our knowledge have significantly enhanced the diagnostic process and have helped confirm whether our chosen treatments are truly effective.

The authors of this text have been privileged to serve those with voice disorders for many years. While we have had the opportunity to work in clinical voice centers, side-by-side with our laryngology partners, we fully understand that voice therapy is needed and provided in practically every setting in which speech-language pathologists work. This text is designed to help prepare all clinicians, not only those who specialize in the area of voice, to
evaluate and treat voice disorders. This unique and eclectic population of patients encompasses all ages across the life span and represents etiologies arising from medical, environmental, social, psychological, and occupational threats to vocal health. Our patients may be typical voice users, occupational voice users, elite vocal performers, individuals with head and neck cancer, and others who suffer with upper airway symptoms. Each patient provides us with a unique diagnostic dilemma: How do we best return the voice to optimal condition?

This text is organized to systematically build the knowledge base and clinical skills necessary to successfully answer this question. We seek to organize, explain, and illustrate the comprehensive hierarchy of knowledge necessary to manage the many types of voice disorders. **Chapter 1** begins with an entertaining history of voice disorders from ancient foundations to the present. This information clarifies the role of speech-language pathologists in the care of voice-disordered patients and introduces the interdisciplinary background that has permeated our history of successful voice therapy.

A progressive development of essential clinical knowledge areas begins with **Chapter 2**, the anatomy and physiology of voice production. Understanding the structure and function of the laryngeal mechanism is an essential basis for evaluating phonatory function, examining the larynx and vocal folds, recognizing the impact of abnormal changes or adaptations on voice production, and sharing information with our physician partners in care. This fifth edition updates the descriptions of the 3 sub-systems of voice production—respiration, phonation, and resonance—and expands the discussion of vocal fold histology and DNA microarray gene expression analysis.

**Chapter 3** provides a thorough update on the common etiologies of voice disorders including behavioral, medical, and personality related. Common factors associated with the cause and maintenance of voice disorders are discussed to understand best options for treatment planning.

**Chapter 4** presents the pathologies of the laryngeal mechanism, organized according to the *Classification Manual for Voice Disorders-I* developed by Special Interest Division 3 (Voice and Voice Disorders) of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (2006). The pathologies are presented in 8 major groups: (1) structural pathologies; (2) inflammatory conditions; (3) trauma or injury; (4) systemic conditions affecting voice; (5) aerodigestive conditions affecting voice; (6) psychiatric or psychological disorders affecting voice; (7) neurologic voice disorders; and (8) other disorders of voice. Many of the pathologies are illustrated with color plates.

**Chapters 5 and 6** discuss the objectives and procedures of a systematic diagnostic voice evaluation. Chapter 5 introduces traditional evaluation techniques, including the patient interview, audioperceptual judgments, patient self-assessment, determining the cause(s) and maintaining factor(s) of the voice disorder, and educating the patient about these findings to establish a collaborative management plan based on these clinical data. Chapter 6 provides a state-of-the-art overview of the instrumental measures that comprise a comprehensive voice assessment, including the scientific principles that underlie their development, application, and interpretation. In addition to standard measures of acoustics, aerodynamics,
electromyography, and stroboscopy, this edition explains the utility of high-speed digital imaging and videokymography tools. The appendix includes instrumental measurement norms and a helpful glossary of terms.

Knowledge of anatomy and physiology, pathologies, etiologies, and the diagnostic process have prepared the reader for Chapter 7 that explores an array of voice therapy approaches following the orientations of hygienic, symptomatic, psychogenic, physiologic, and eclectic treatments. Using patient cases to illustrate major insights about voice treatment that we have each gathered from our 30-plus years of clinical experience, we orient the reader to the theories, selection criteria, and clinical methods for specific voice management principles. This treatment framework is appropriate for common, yet diverse voice complaints due to a variety of laryngeal pathologies and vocal dysfunctions. Finally, we highlight the current clinical evidence that either supports or refutes popular treatments used in voice therapy.

Because of the exceptional concerns of voice performers, Chapter 8 introduces the factors that influence clinical management approaches for this artistic population, such as personalities, temperament, performance routines and schedule, and other special considerations needed for their care and treatment. The chapter defines the roles of the expanded interdisciplinary team and identifies the affiliate organizations that represent and support voice performers. In addition to traditional voice therapy considerations, the chapter discusses nontraditional alternative treatments that are popular with this population.

Chapter 9, Rehabilitation of the Laryngectomized Patient, serves as a stand-alone manual on the management of this special patient population. This chapter reflects the current “best practice” in voice rehabilitation or restoration in head and neck cancer patients. By outlining the complementary roles of the interdisciplinary treatment team, we understand the multiple management goals: cure the disease; select optimal communication methods; ensure safe swallowing; and address any associated physical, social, and emotional changes that affect each patient. The chapter also contains photographs of the latest communication and airway management devices currently on the market.

Over the past four decades, our chosen specialty of clinical voice pathology has expanded greatly within the field of communication disorders. Nonetheless, this fifth edition of our text retains its original purpose: to provide students and clinicians with a strong foundation of basic voice science infused with a deep clinical understanding of the best methods for assessing and treating voice disorders. We hope that you, the reader, will find this text clear, informative, and a worthwhile addition to your professional library.

As always, text development requires a team. We are indebted to Angie Singh, Valerie Johns, Milgem Rabanera, and McKenna Bailey for encouraging and supporting this fifth edition. In addition, we wish to thank our students and colleagues who have suggested ways to improve the text with each new writing. Finally, it is our patients who have taught us so much about what is important in the care of their voices and to them we are greatly indebted.

Joseph C. Stemple, Nelson Roy, and Bernice K. Klaben
Survey of Voice Management

The extensive diagnostic voice evaluation has provided the voice pathologist with answers to what has caused the voice disorder and a description of the current vocal symptoms. The answers to the etiologic questions include primary causes as well as secondary etiologic factors. In addition, an understanding of the present vocal physiology and the relationship of respiration, phonation, and resonance has been established. A systematic management approach must now be initiated with the purpose of modifying or eliminating the etiologic factors and improving voice by rebalancing the three subsystems of voice production. This chapter is designed to survey the basic philosophies of voice treatment and to introduce the reader to some specific voice therapy techniques. In addition, the evidence that supports the use of the various techniques will be examined. Although the information contained in this chapter is by no means an exhaustive presentation of all voice therapy approaches, the survey is a useful point of departure for the study of voice management.

As stated in Chapter 1, the management of voice disorders by “speech correctionists” began in the 1930s. Since that time, a rich and interesting history of voice therapy approaches has evolved, leading to several philosophical orientations of therapy. These orientations include hygienic, symptomatic, psychogenic, physiologic, and eclectic voice therapies.

Hygienic Voice Therapy

Hygienic voice therapy often is the first step in many voice therapy programs. As discussed in Chapter 3, many etiologic factors contribute to the development of voice disorders. Poor vocal hygiene may be a major developmental factor. Some examples of behaviors that constitute poor vocal hygiene include shouting, talking loudly over noise, screaming,
vocal noises, coughing, throat clearing, and poor hydration. When the inappropriate hygienic behaviors are identified, appropriate treatments can be devised for modifying or eliminating those behaviors. Once modified, voice production has the opportunity to improve or return to normal.

When poor vocal hygiene behaviors are modified, vocal symptoms may improve without direct manipulation of the voice subsystems (respiration, phonation, resonance). A common example is the reduction of the abusive behavior of shouting in children who have nodules. By eliminating the shouting behavior, the nodules are given an opportunity to resolve, and the voice may improve. If the compensations in the voice subsystems that resulted from the presence of the nodules have not habituated, improvement may result without the need for direct modification of the voice components, such as inappropriate pitch, breathiness, glottal attacks, and so on.

Hygienic voice therapy presumes that many voice disorders have a direct behavioral cause. This therapy strives to instill healthy vocal behaviors in the patient’s habitual speech patterns. Good vocal hygiene also focuses on maintaining the health of the vocal fold cover through adequate internal hydration and diet. Once identified, poor vocal hygiene habits can be modified or eliminated leading to improved voice production.

**Research Evidence and Vocal Hygiene**

Thomas and Stemple\(^2\) presented a comprehensive review of the research evidence supporting the use of the major voice therapy orientations. Despite the fact that hygienic methods have been a mainstay of voice therapy from the earliest days to the present, few studies have systematically investigated the efficacy of vocal hygiene therapy alone as a means of managing functional voice disorders. More common in the literature have been studies using vocal hygiene training as a control against which other more direct therapy methods are measured. In their review, Thomas and Stemple examined the evidence supporting vocal hygiene in several categories including:

- individual vocal hygiene training\(^3-9\)
- group vocal hygiene training\(^10-15\)
- specific vocal hygiene targets
  - Hydration\(^12,16-20\)
  - Silent cough\(^21-23\)
  - Voice rest/modified voice rest\(^21,24-31\)

The major conclusions drawn from this review raised questions regarding the sufficiency of a vocal hygiene training as a stand-alone therapy. Results from many of the reviewed studies point to a superiority of direct treatments over hygiene approaches for treating voice disorders and call into question the degree of change possible with vocal hygiene when used alone.\(^5,6,9\)

Studies examining the potential for group-based hygiene training for altering vocal behaviors have raised questions regarding the effectiveness of this form of treatment. Studies have demonstrated changes in knowledge level following training; however, such changes have not translated into changes in behavior.\(^10-15\) As a result, the benefit of group hygiene training for preventing and managing voice disorders has not yet been clearly demonstrated.\(^2\)

An exception to the above statement involves research related to hydration. Several well-controlled studies have identified reductions in phona-
tion threshold pressure\textsuperscript{17–19} as well as improvement in vocal endurance\textsuperscript{32} following hydration conditions. Unfortunately, only one study has demonstrated the benefit of hydration in subjects with diagnosed voice disorders.\textsuperscript{20} Nonetheless, hydration studies provide evidence to suggest that increased hydration may yield reduced phonatory effort along with enhanced vocal endurance, important considerations for the treatment of voice disorders.

A review of the above studies suggests that vocal hygiene training lacks adequate scientific evidence to support its use as a primary mode of voice treatment, but it should be considered as part of a larger, more comprehensive voice therapy program.

**Symptomatic Voice Therapy**

The focus of symptomatic voice therapy is on the modification of the deviant vocal symptoms or perceptual voice components that were identified during the diagnostic voice evaluation. aberrant symptoms include a pitch that is too high or low, voice that is too soft or loud, breathy phonation, or the use of hard glottal attacks or glottal fry among others. Daniel Boone\textsuperscript{24} was the first voice pathologist to organize previous literature and introduce this symptomatic therapy orientation to our profession. Symptomatic voice therapy is based on the premise that most voice disorders are caused by the functional misuse of the voice components including respiration, phonation, resonance, pitch, loudness, and rate. When identified through the diagnostic process, the misuses are eliminated or reduced through various voice therapy facilitating techniques. Boone\textsuperscript{24(p11)} stated:

In the voice clinician’s attempt to aid the patient in finding and using his best voice production, it is necessary to probe continually within the patient’s repertoire to find that one voice that sounds “good” and which he is able to produce with relatively little effort. A voice therapy facilitating technique is that technique which, when used by a particular patient, enables him easily to produce a good voice. Once discovered, the facilitating technique and resulting phonation become the symptomatic focus of therapy . . . This use of a facilitating technique to produce a good phonation is the core of what we do in symptomatic voice therapy for the reduction of hyperfunctional voice disorders.

Boone’s original facilitating techniques included:

- altering of tongue position
- change of loudness
- chewing exercises
- digital manipulation
- ear training
- elimination of abuses
- elimination of hard glottal attack
- establishment of new pitch
- explanation of the problem
- feedback
- hierarchy analysis
- negative practice
- open-mouth exercises
- pitch inflections
- pushing approach
- relaxation
- respiration training
- target voice models
- voice rest
- yawn-sigh approach

As you read through this chapter, many of these approaches are described in detail, as they continue to be well
utilized in the treatment of voice disorders. To summarize symptomatic voice therapy, we conclude that:

- The voice pathologist evaluates the presence of deviant voice components.
- The voice pathologist constantly probes for the “best” voice in the presence of the disorder.
- When the best voice is found, facilitating techniques are used to stabilize the improved voice production.

Symptomatic voice therapy assumes voice improvement through direct symptom modification.

**Research Evidence and Symptomatic Voice Therapy**

Many efficacy studies related to symptomatic treatment have failed to isolate a specific facilitating method for investigation. The studies have, rather, examined comprehensive symptomatic programs composed of a variety of facilitating methods. For the purpose of examining the evidence supporting this method of treatment, a therapy method was considered “symptomatic” if it aligned closely with one of the traditional facilitating methods listed above, or if it focused on the modification of an isolated vocal symptom for correction of voice.2 Individual facilitating methods of pushing,33,34 humming,35 chewing,36–38 yawn-sigh,39–42 feedback (EMG,43–46 acoustic and aerodynamic,47,48 stroboscopy49,50), change of loudness,51–53 inhalation phonation,40,54,55 digital manipulation,40,55 relaxation,43,56,57 establishment of a new pitch,40,58 amplification53,59 and comprehensive symptomatic programs with multiple methods employed60–63 were reviewed.

The review of symptomatic therapies revealed concerns related to efficacy research within this therapy orientation. The majority of studies cited above demonstrated a lack of rigor in their research design. As a result, many of the facilitating methods within the symptomatic model have been supported by limited evidence. Although the studies provide early evidence for the use of a method, firm efficacy conclusions cannot be derived from these studies. Second, few of the above studies examined the efficacy of specific symptomatic techniques. Authors reported on the efficacy of comprehensive voice therapy protocols, but examinations of specific components of those protocols were few. Finally, the literature search demonstrated that no published evidence exists for many of the traditional symptomatic methods proposed by Boone and others.

At present, only one symptomatic method has been examined through multiple group studies. Promising lines of research have emerged suggesting the benefit of various forms of biofeedback for relaxing the laryngeal musculature. Systems offering feedback on laryngeal function, acoustic/aerodynamic output, and muscle effort appear efficacious. Recent advances in instrumentation perhaps will allow for the future development of even more sophisticated biofeedback methods.

The paucity of research evidence in support of symptomatic voice therapy does not mean that the approaches used in this method are not effective. The methods have been used successfully for many years. However, to prove the efficacy of these approaches, research in this area must advance on 2 fronts. First, the theoretical foundations of symptomatic methods must be examined. As
sophisticated instrumentation was not available when symptomatic therapy emerged, the physiologic underpinnings of many symptomatic methods have not been demonstrated. Researchers should employ the advanced instrumentation now available in the field to examine the physiology behind these conventional methods. Second, the symptomatic methods must be examined more fully for their clinical efficacy. Future studies must advance beyond previous work by isolating specific facilitating methods for examination and employing more rigorous group research designs.

**Psychogenic Voice Therapy**

Psychogenic voice therapy is based on the assumption of underlying emotional or psychosocial behavioral causes for the voice disturbance. The relationship of emotions to voice production has been well documented in the literature starting as early as the mid-1800s to the present. West, Kennedy, and Carr and Van Riper discussed the need for emotional retraining in voice therapy, whereas Murphy and Brodnitz presented excellent information related to the psychodynamics of voice production. In her comprehensive discussion of voice therapy and children, Moya Andrews presented a compelling argument for examining the psychodynamics of a child’s speaking environment when treating voice disorders in this population.

Aronson first articulated his description of a psychogenic voice disorder when he stated that:

A psychogenic voice disorder is broadly synonymous with a functional one but has the advantage of stating positively, based on the explanation of its causes, that the voice disorder is a manifestation of one or more types of psychological disequilibrium, such as anxiety, depression, conversion reaction, or personality disorder, which interfere with normal volitional control over phonation.

Aronson, Case, and Colton and Casper further discussed the need for determining the emotional dynamics of the voice disturbance from the interactive perspectives of emotions as a cause for voice disorders and voice disorders as the cause of emotional disequilibrium. In other words, psychogenic voice therapy focuses on identification and modification of the emotional and psychosocial disturbances associated with the onset and maintenance of the voice problem. When the psychogenic causes are resolved, the voice disorder dissipates. Voice pathologists must develop and possess superior interviewing and counseling skills, as well as the skill to know when the emotional or psychosocial problem is in need of more intensive evaluation and therapy by other professionals.

**Research Evidence to Support Psychogenic Voice Therapy**

Although it is well understood that emotions, personality, and psychological disorientation may play a vital role in the development and maintenance of voice disorders, there have been no studies designed to determine the efficacy of counseling, either by a speech-language pathologist or other health care providers, in resolving voice disorders. Further research is needed in